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VOL. XVIII. HARTFORD, CONN., SATURDAY, NOVEMBE.R 2I, 1885. No. XI. 
Published every three weeks during term-time by 
the Students of 
TRINITY COLLEGE. 
BOARD OF EDITORS-CLASS OF '80. 
Managing Editor, C. G. CHILD. 
alumni who graduated with honors, and also· 
the departments in which these honors were 
obtained. We also note the announcement 
of two new prizes in the department of 
History and Political Science. The subject 
for themes are taken, one from the department. 
of History the other for Political Science. 
Business Editor 
'' A place for everything and everything in· 
GEO. E. BEERS. its place" is a good motto and one we 
H. LILIENTHAL, 
PAUL BIRDSALL, 
GEO. E. BEERS. 
should like to enlarge upon. In looking· 
lAMEs Goonwrn. around the various recitation rooms about 
W. J. TATE, college and also the dining hall we see a 
great number of paintings. The idea has. 
struck us that they ought all to be collected 
Terms $2.00 per year. Single copies, 20 cents 
S b • . together and placed in one room. This col-u scnpt10ns, Advertisements and Communicat'ions 
should be addressed to lection might thus form a nucleus for an 
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P. 0. Box 398, 
art gallery. At present no one except the-
student sees the portraits of the college presi-
HARTFORD, CoNN. dents. They are hung up in the 'dining hall, 
subject to all the wear and tear incident to· 
Tiu TABLET is for salt reg·ularly at the Book Stores 
of Brown & Gross, 79 Asylum St .. ands. w. Barrows such a place and are by no means ap-
& Co., 397 Main St., and at 11 y. H., T1inity Collefe. predated. These portraits, if any, should be· 
AGITATION is now in o;der for the new 
Laboratories. This editorial will be too 
late for the meeting of the Trustees that has 
already taken place, but we hope they will see 
it and bear it in mind at their next meeting. 
If they want to know how urgent the need 
is, let them interrogate the Professors of 
Chemistry and Physics. 
THE annual catalogue came out last week. 
It is somewhat more compact than the 
one of last year, and is remarkably free from 
errors. Our readers are doubtless well 
versed in its contents ere this. It contains 
the usual matter found in such publications, 
names of students, expenses, studies, require-
ments for admission, honors, etc. This year 
we have to note an innovation which is quite 
acceptable. It is the list of names of the 
placed where all strangers, visitors, and 
friends could see them when looking at the 
objects of interest around and · about college. 
If all the paintings that are at present scat-
tered about could be collected together, we· 
venture to affirm that quite a nice portrait 
gallery might be formed. Now no one sees, 
or notices the paintings. We hope some-
thing may be done about this matter. 
APROPOS to the above, we have heard 
that at the Trustees' meeting last week 
an appropriation was made for a new 
Gymnasium. This is indeed good news. 
In addition to the gymnasium it is also de-
sired to erect conjointly a hall in which pub-
lic exercises can be held. Now if this hall 
be obtained the walls could not be better de-
corated than with the paitings that are at 
present distributed throughout the recitation 
rooms of the college. 
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AS the continual dripping of water will at 
length wear out a stone, so the persist-
ency of the request for a new gymnasium 
seems at last to meet with success We hope 
the rumors that have reached us respecting 
the appropriation by the trustees of a sum of 
money for a new gymnasium are true. The 
subject has been long agitated and now 
seems likely to result in a successful issue. 
Now that the appropriation is made we hope 
that the building will be erected immediately. 
Let us have the benefit of this appropriation 
as soon as possible in the form of a building, 
complete in all the essentials requisite to a 
model gymnasium. 
-----w E have in college alumni from several 
of the larger preparatory schools, and 
it gives us great pleasure to chronicle a 
movement which has been inaugurated re-
cently by the alumni of St. Paul's School. 
They have formed an association for stimu-
lating their interest in the welfare of their 
Alma Ma~er, and for enabling them to renew 
the ties which bind them to her as sons of a 
common mother. We wish the new associa-
tion '' Godspeed," and hope that the alumni 
of other schools will follow the example of 
their St. Paul's brethren. Let us have more 
of these organizations, indeed " the more the 
merrier" is a good motto for us in this 
matter. 
THE accomodations for the study of ad-
vanced chemistry being of such a limited 
nature, many who desire to keep on in that 
department will be unable to do so, owing to 
this fact. Now, where there are so many ap-
plicants it is impossible to make a choice 
satisfactory to all parties, and to obviate this 
difficulty Dr. Bolton has decided to make it 
competitive. Therefore those who are really 
desirous of pursuing the study of chemistry 
next term must do good work now, and the 
.use of the laboratory will be the reward. 
Furthermore, Dr. Bolton has made ar-
,rangements to lecture once a week next term 
,on organic chemistry, making it merely 
voluntary to those of the juniors unable to 
-elect it, who care to go on with the study. 
It is very kind in him to make this arrange-
ment, and it is hoped that all who possibly 
-can, will avail themselves of the opportunity. 
The subject is one of very great interest, and 
-such a chance to acquire a knowledge of it is 
not often obtained so easily, 
A BO UT a year ago an effort was made to 
put the gymnasium in good condition. 
The old weights were fitted with new ropes, 
dumb bells and Indian clubs were added, and 
all things co·nsidered there was no reason for 
complaint. At present, however, there is a 
most deplorable state of affairs. Some pieces 
have been worn out by use, while the stu-
dents have themselves to thank for the con-
dition of other apparatus. The recent action 
of the trustees is very encouraging. There 
is ground for believing that a new gymnasium 
complete in all its appointments will stand on 
the college campus within a year. Mean-
while, however, the present gymnasium must 
be endured. It is understood that the trus-
tees have mac1e an appropriation to be de-
voted to refitting it and rendering it habitable. 
Great care should be taken in the expenditure 
of this appropriation that the best results may 
be secured, and we would urge those who use 
the gymnasium to exercise some care in the 
treatment of the apparatus, that mid-winter 
may not find us without the means of exercise. 
A MONG our numerous college organiza-
tions, there is one of whose existence 
everyone is aware, but of whose objects and 
aims, few of the students probably have any 
definite idea. The Missionary Society has 
followed the even tenor of its way for fifty 
years with so little stir or noise that many of 
us may wonder what it has accomplished 
during its long life, and what it is now doing. 
It has never been great in numbers, but in 
its quiet way it furnishes a religious influence 
in our midst which qut for the society might 
be entirely lacking. This quiet influence has 
been carried by former members out into 
their life-work and it has been through many 
of these old members that the missionary 
work of the church has been expanded and 
carried into new fields not only in our own 
land, but literally "to the ends of the earth." 
Through the offerings and contributions 
of the society the missionary work of the 
church has been furthered and aided again 
and again. The society not long since en-
dowed by its efforts·, a scholarship in St. 
John's College, in China, and it was through 
an old member that the work of the church 
in China was begun. 
We have called attention to the Missionary 
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Society in the belief that in »o doing we 
should only be paying a just tribute to this 
organization which has done so good a work 
and added so much real honor to our Alma 
Mater's name. 
THE foot ball season is drawing to a close 
and soon the battered martyrs will enter 
into a life of quiet for repairs. Despite the 
earnest tirades made against the game by 
various college faculties last year, the interest 
taken in it this year has been even greater 
than ever. The underlying motive of the 
game is virtually the same as years previ-
ous, that is, to disregard all conventional 
rules and extemporize those suitable for the 
occasion. With us, the season has not . been 
one of marked success, although much more 
encouraging than last year. Only one game 
has been played, and that with Wesleyan, an 
account of which will be found in another 
column. Another was arranged to be played 
with Amherst, but at the last moment she 
bat'.:ked out for some unexplainable (?) reason. 
-Challenges have been received from the 
various colleges, but recognizing their su-
periority we have gracefully declined. Foot 
ball in Trinity is a comparatively recent 
innovation, and with the material at our dis-
posal, it is no easy thing to put a team in the 
field able to cope successfully with the larger 
colleges. The game as played to-day is de-
pendent upon the amount of brute force at 
hand, and the side that has the most will be 
the winning one. While we do not wish to 
discourage foot ball, for we think it is a manly 
game, and it certainly is, for only men can 
play it with any success, yet it seems useless 
for a college as small as Trinity to play with 
colleges possessing a greater number from 
which to pick an eleven. The only satisfaction 
derived is in being considered plucky, and there 
is no doubt but that it requires pluck, and that 
there are splendid opportunities for each in-
dividual to show it, but the question arises 
whether the honor of being deemed plucky 
will counterbalance the energies spent. And 
again, constant practice is essential to suc-
cess, a thing it is impossible to get here. 
The students in general are disposed to find 
fault with the eleven for not arranging more 
games, but they must take into consideration 
that they but poorly support it to begin with 
as regards giving it practice, and further that 
it cannot be self-supporting financially. 
Unless all take hold earnestly. and back it up 
in every way, no wonder that discouragment 
comes, for it must not be expected that a 
part will do all the work for the gratification 
of the whole. 
AM MEER. 
How sweet and silent is the summer night ; 
In dreamy folsls of moonlight sleeps the sea 
With calm unbroken, save where dimpling flee 
Long lines of palest silver, left or right, 
Where drifting shallop, cutting furrows bright, 
Seems ever sailing, sailing, sailing free 
On towards a tremulous eternity 
Of mystic harmony of shade and light. 
The fadeless flowers of heaven mirrored lie 
Within the ocean's gently heaving breast, 
Whose long-drawn palpitations sink to rest, 
And only comes the seabird's weary cry 
To wake sad echos through the silence blest 
Of earth and ocean sleeping 'neath the sky. 
A MADMAN'S STORY. 
One afternoon last summer I had occasion 
to visit the insane asylum at --. Among 
the large number of patients confined in that 
institution, I was particularly interested in 
one who bore about him evidences of having 
been a once splendid specimen of manhood. 
Despite the stoop of his shoulders and his air 
of debility, it was easy to trace the outlines, 
of a former magnificent frame. His forehead 
was lofty; his chin prominent and bold; his 
every feature, in a sane man, would have in-
dicated strength and an irresistible will. Yet, 
if left in solitude for even a moment, his ex-
pression became haunted, and his manner .so, 
timid that it completely contradicted the out-
lines of his face. 
When I questioned the warden about this 
man, he could give me no information what-
ever. The young lady in mourning who had 
caused him to be left at the asylum had been 
uncommunicative, and as for the man himself, 
he had either forgotten the past or did not 
wish to speak of it. I might question him 
though if I liked. It could do no harm. 
The subject of my curiosity was walking 
stolidly about the gardens attached to the in-
stitution and I lost no time in approaching 
him. His manner was affable, but when I 
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asked him to tell me the story of his life, he stand that he was again second in the race, 
cast on me such a look of horror that I beat and the disappointmen~ drove him almost in-
a precipitate retreat. About half an hour later, sane. It seemed as if he could bear the com-
as I was about to pass out of the gate, I felt panionship of no living thing after that 
a slight touch on my shoulder. I turned and repulse, and it was, perhaps, to be away as 
saw the madman. far as possible from human beings, that he 
"I will write you my history," said he, "al- bought the old stone house about quarter of 
though I cannot bring myself about to tell it. a mile from colleg.e, and lived there alone. 
It will be painful to me, but may be of use to The spirit of gloom must have selected that 
others." I accepted with many thanks and place for his habitation. To say nothing of 
made arrangements with the warden to have its lonely position outside the city ; of the 
his writings sent on to me by mail. huge sycamores that surrounded it and kept 
About a month later I received a package out every sunbeam; the house itself was low 
from him containing about forty sheets of and damp and seemed built more underground 
folio-cap, covered completely with close wri- than above. The owner had never before 
ting, of which the greater part was a mere been able to rent it for any price and it had 
scrawl. · Yet, after much study, I made out so bad a name among the city urchins, that 
enough to construct the following narrative, no promise· which the chestnut trees held out 
which I give, not in his words, for they would could induce them to come into that vicinity. 
be unintelligible, but in my ·own. It is a Here, as I said, my rival liyed alone, coming 
narrative which I deem it my duty to pub- among us only at recitations. He seemed to 
lish. take an extr·aordinary interest in chemistry, 
I, John Whitman, am descended from the and it was rumored that he had even fitted up 
peasantry of England to whom I owe my a laboratory in the cellar of his house. Other-
former keen, though practical and matter of wise, too, his actions became inexplicable. 
fact, cast of mind. During my college course, One afternoon, while I was standing on the 
until my senior year, I was without an equal campus, he came up to me from behind, and 
in either athletics, society or class standing. pressed my head quickly in several different 
Yet, though I had no equal, I had a rival. places once with each finger of his right hand. 
Whenever I was first this one was second,- I thought, at the time, that the repulse which 
except in popularity, for his manner was al- Mollie had given him had affected his mind 
ways so· egotistical as to inspire disgust, while and so said nothing, but the malevolent 
he was so abnormally l;>right and his brightness glance he cast back at. me was the cause of 
often took so devilish a turn, that he was my purchasing a revolver, which I carried 
even feared. He was a small, yet wiry youth, night and day. . 
of sallow complexion, jet black hair, and an In some way, about that time, I began to 
eye deep-set and so pecnliar that no one regard that man as my superior and master, 
could ever remember its color. -a feeling for which I could not account, and 
I seemed his evil fate in every contest. I against which I struggled desperately, but in 
took the prize in the athletic field by jumping vain. He could make me tremble by a look. 
only one inch higher than he; by running It soon became positive torment for me to be 
the half mile two seconds faster. While it . left alone, such terrible phantoms, in which 
·was clear that I was to be valedictorion, it he was always a cent-ral figure kept rising up 
·was no less evident that he would deliver the before me. So vividly did they appear that 
:salutatory address. To cap the climax, we no· will power of mine could keep them down. 
,were rivals for the · hand of a certain young It may have been this fear which was paraly-
rheiress in town,-the despair of all the under- zing my energies, both mental and physical. 
:graduates, and had it not been for me, he However that may have been, I saw clearly 
·would undoubtedly have succeeded in his that my rival surpassed me now, as I had 
-suit, for he was the most brilliant conversa- formerly been in advance of him, and where-
-tionalist I ever met. When he exerted him- as I had formerly treated him with the gen-
self to talk to you affably, it was as if you erosity of a victor, I now began to hate him 
looked into the eye of a rattlesnake, and were for his success. It was his turn to be always 
fascinated by the colors you saw there. first, while I was not even second. My class-
But Mollie, one day, gave him to under- mates began to look queerly at me; my in-
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tellect grew weaker and weaker, till I was on see it nor feel it with my hands, but my nerves 
the verge of insanity. I noticed that there were deadened by its presence. I could free 
was only one remedJ-7 to my disease, and that myself neither by bodily force nor by rea-
was distance from my unacknowledged tor- soning. It was not a something whose com-
mentor. So I resolved to leave college for a ing but whose presence I feared. My revol-
time to recuperate, and going down town to ver dropped from my trembling hands, huge 
call on Mollie for the last time before my de- drops of co°ld sweat rolled from my body; 
parture, and entering the house with my ac- I nearly fainted with fright. The silence was 
customed familiarity, I was astounded to find terrible but I could not break it. I saw a 
my .fiance in the arms of my rival. phosphorescent beam of light like the stream-
Never will I be able to forget the feeling ers that dart from a star when we looked at it 
of revenge that seized me as I rushed from with eyes half closed on some clear night. I 
the house. My weakened bodily powers could not locate it with reference to objects 
gained ten-fold their former strength. That in the room, disclosed, as they were, by fre-
.last blow broke down every remnant of quent lightning flashes, for it had no reference 
Christian feeling that survived in my breast to them. It was not a material but a mental 
and black murder took its place. I became light. I ;aw it not with my eye but with my 
cool and collected and went about construct- mind, and along this ray I felt the workings 
ing a plan of revenge with as much delibera- of a will superior to my own. The spectre 
tion as if it had been a mere proposition in at my back seemed to sink its chilling exist-
geometry. His house was well situated for ence into my very body. It deprived me of 
the comm.ission of a crime. No one was near .volition; it stimulated my imagination to see 
to hear the pistol-shot, none could hear his phantoms that enclosed me on every side, 
death-scream. Three o'clock in the morning yet though I knew that these, at least, were 
was the time I selected as being the hour' not true, I feared them just as much. 
which he would sleep most soundly. Against my will I was forced to open a door, 
What followed I expect no one to believe, descend a stair-case, traverse a long-gallery, 
yet I have hopes that there may be one, full of horrors, and enter a chamber which I 
whose attention these words may claim, who at once recognized as the rumored laborato-
will disregard the scorn of the world and will ry. At the opposite side, his eyes lit up with 
give my story the credence it deserves, for it rnvage triumph, sat the man whose life I had 
is true. This is not the phrenzy of a mad- resolved to take, and the beam of light which 
man's mind but the narrative of a discovery was upon my head I dimly felt to be connec-
so remarkable as to defy belief. I warn the ted with his hand. His triumph seemed to 
materialist not to ' proceed with this subject i~fuse in him a kind of merriment which 
·further, but he who believes that where there showed itself as he spoke: 
are so many well-attested cases of galvanism, "My dear Whitman," he said to me, "I 
mesmerism, spiritualism,-call it what you am so glad you have come to pay me a call, 
like,-as there are in this world, there must but it might have been disastrous to me if my 
be some at least that are true, such a .man burglar alarm hadn't given due notice of your 
can read this narrative with profit, for it may ingress so that I could establish the electric 
make him a discoverer greater than a Har- current between us. I will forgive you if you 
vey or an Edison. will on1y allow me to perform some experi-
Armed with a Smith & Wesson revolver, ments on yo.u before you go, and, by the 
I crept towards his lonely dwelling, at three way, you will not go out through the door 
in the morning, just as a thunderstorm was but through this exit." Here he pointed to 
beginning to rage, a storm which filled my the drain of the sink. 
heart with delight for it was an image of my " I see you look puzzled," he added, 
thoughts. A flash of lightning sharply out- " What I mean is this: sulpuric acid will 
lined, for a moment, the white stones against soon put you in such a consistency that you 
the blackness of the night. It gave me light can go out this way, without inconveniece, as 
enough to force a window. I entered stealth- several before you have done, for I should like 
ily, when-Great God !-a chilling something to be sure that you do not tell my secrets, 
sank upon me from behind-I could neither and I think that will be a sufficient guarantee. 
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Now I shall tell you something ;-for it is 
quite a pleasure to tell my discovery to one 
whom I know will not disclose it. Do you 
remember when I touched your head with 
my fingers? From that day I had you in 
my power. You understand phrenology of 
course. I have found a way of stimulating or 
soothing the parts of the brain that perform 
each its own function simply by establishing 
communication between the brain of any 
.person and my will, by means of the nervous 
aura communicated through my fingers. Now 
just for experiment I will arouse your powers 
of pride and eloquence." Here, after some 
preliminary preparation, he touched the back 
and front of my head with his fore-finger. I 
instantly became impressed with the idea 
that I was the finest creature in the world, 
and my to~gue kept pace with my thoughts 
so that I addressed an · imaginary audience 
with great fluency on my fitness for the presi-
dency of the country. vVith a pass of his 
hand I became silent and I observed that he 
had been making notes. Again he touched me 
and I became so insensible to pain that he 
actually cut off one of my fingers without 
my feeling it in the least, although I remained 
conscious all the time. Another pass and 
my perceptive and will powers were stimu-
lated-a fatal pass for him-for I at once 
reasoned out the whole modus operandi of his 
discovery. Leaping towards him, I dipped 
my finger in a certain liquid which I instinct-
ively knew to be right, I touched him at ran-
dom, and willed him to work. Instantly he 
began to count the glass bottles in the room; 
I willed him to work faster. Hi_s brow con-
tracted and he began to estimate the number 
,of square inches in a glass retort near at 
rhand. Faster yet. He became intensely ab-
~sorbed and worked out the most difficult 
mathematical formula!. I could now positive-
ly feel my will power, it was so intense. I 
pressed him more and more. His brows con-
tracted till they nearly covered his eyes. The 
veins on his temples started out. He passed 
from Calculus to some unknown mathematical 
.science, which he created step by step. 
Faster! 
With a shriek he fell forward dead upon 
,my breast. Intense work had produced an 
-extreme case of that chemical change called 
.softening of the brain, and the grayish white 
matter came pouring from his ears, nose, and 
mouth, dripping down my clothing and fall-
ing in pools upon the floor, till his head was 
an empty shell. 
The light burned dim, the storm shrieked 
without; I was alone with the corpse upon 
my breast; but nothing could allay the stim-
ulation of my thought. Hideous images rose 
before me, imps and demons menaced me,-
pressed upon me,-and then all was blank. 
I repeat it, this story is true. . What this 
man wickedly used for his own ends may be 
rediscovered to the benefit of humanity. May 
God prosper the search. EVLOK. 
LIEBESLIEDCHEN. 
I sat by the forest fountain, 
Where the alders were bending low, 
And I gazed in the cool, dark water 
Till my heart was filled with woe. 
How -oft have I sat beside thee 
And gazed in thy deep, dark eyes 
Till in the depths of thy spirit 
I could see the love-light rise. 
The breeze that stirred the alders 
Seemed laden with thy name ; 
And its tender, mournful whispers 
A sweet love-message came. 
Like thy soft hand on my forehead, 
Bidding the hot pain cease, 
Came that wind's refreshing coolness 
And filled my soul with peace. 
WITH SAIL AND PADDLE. 
The Connecticut River is a charming cruis-
ing ground for all sorts of small craft, but it 
is peculiarly adapted to the needs of the 
canoeist. From Hartford to the Sound there 
is a continuous stretch of long reaches for 
sailing, pretty bays and creeks for explora-
tion, and sandy beaches which seem made for 
no other purpose than to furnish the weary 
paddler a safe camping place at night. 
Canoeing is so well known that it needs no 
introduction now, as it did in the days of 
McGregor, and the adventurous Rob Roy. 
Logs of long voyages are continually pub-
lished, and, wherever there is water enough 
to float them, the graceful craft are seen 
gliding ahead under the long strokes of the 
double-bladed paddle or shooting noiselessly 
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;away with their white sails round and full. The 
motion of a canoe under sail is one of the 
most beautiful that can be imagined. It is 
like the motion of a leaf blown by the breeze 
-across the water, rather as though the canoe 
were in air than immersed in the liquid. 
iPerhaps the best simile which can be used is 
that of a water fowl skimming free and fast, 
·close to the surface, but never touching it. 
Indeed, a fleet of canoes with their sails spread 
:suggests strongly the idea of a flock of water 
fowl, and gaily colored birds at that, for what 
with the embroidered devices on the sails 
themselves, and the red, white, and blue 
,flags that border their outer leeches, the fleets 
have always a brilliant appearance. 
A canoe is a most complete little yacht, 
11:he perfection of a single handed cruiser. 
Within those shining sides of white cedar and 
-under that smooth mahogany deck there may 
'be stowed a multitude of articles useful, and 
if need be, ornamental. Th~re can be stowed 
fo that narrow hull an alcohol stove, plates, 
dishes, knives and forks, blankets, a folding 
mattress, air-pillow, hatchet, shotgun, spy-
.glass, compass, matches, medicines, clothes, 
provisions, fishing lines, and in fact a whole 
domestic outfit. The canoe may become the 
:floating home of its owner and carry him 
with all his necessaries wherever wind, current 
. and muscle direct. At night the voyager 
hauls his canoe upon the shore, beds it firmly 
.in the mud or sand to equalize the strain on 
the tender sides, and after erecting a tight 
little canvas house over the "cock-pit," crawls 
in, rolls himself in his blanket and is asleep in 
a twinkle as soundly as though on hi? more 
·civilized couch at home. 
How bracing a good hard paddle in a sea-
way is, only those who have tried it can 
know, and with them the memory of the 
struggle to the wave-crest and the delightful 
plunge down into the succeeding hollow, is 
one that sets their pulses tingling with a joy 
which nothing else in the world can give. 
One great pleasure which is found in a 
canoe is the entire absence of care in its 
ownership. A yacht, even if of small size, is 
·always a constant source of anxiety and trouble 
but a canoe, while affording nearly all the 
pleasure of a small yacht, is lacking wholly in 
the element of expense and anxiety which 
.the yacht necessitates. In winter, when the 
_yachtsman is paying someone a heavy charge 
for looking after his elephantine plaything, if 
you are a canoeist, you can rest securely, 
knowing that your little ship is safely stowed 
in the attic or cellar awaiting the return of 
warm weather. 
A canoe is not, as one might perhaps sup-
pose, an unsociable craft, condemning her 
captain to forego the pleasure of taking his 
wife, if he is married, or his sweetheart, if he 
is not, as a companion on his voyages; on the 
contrary, nearly a11 canoes will carry two 
persons very comfortably. For college stu-
dents there is surely no sport calculated to 
strengthen the muscles, clear the brain, and 
refresh the whole man, better than this de-
lightful recreation, 
The sport is possible to many of our col-
leges and nowhere more than here at Trinity. 
The Connecticut river, as we mentioned 
above, furnishes an inexhaustable cruising 
ground, and it would se_em to be practicable 
for us, with our commodious boathouse, to 
organize a college club without great expense 
or difficulty. Good boats may nearly always 
be purchased at very low rates, and with a 
very moderate degree of mechanical skill a 
canvas canoe may be built, which will look 
very shipshape and be very serviceable, for 
almost nothing. May we see ere long the 
blue and gold afloat, renewing our alma ma-
ter's old prestige in aquatic sports . 
WESLEY AN vs. TRINITY. 
On the 30th of last month the college foot 
ball team played a game with the Wesleyan 
University team on the Ward street grounds. 
The wind was l?lowing strongly from the 
north and the field was wet and soggy from 
the recent rains, water standing in pools all 
over the grounds. But notwithstanding this 
slight inconvenience, it was decided to play 
the game. The ball was put in play at three 
o'clock, Wesleyan kicking off with the wind. 
For the first ten minutes neither side scored 
although the ball was kept dangerously near 
Wesleyan's goal. At last by the splendid 
rushing of Pike, Wesleyan secured a touch-
down from which a goal was kicked. By 
this time it was evident that the weight 
of Wesleyan would carry the day, for in a 
rush it was impossible for Trinity to hold 
them. At the end of the first half Wesleyan 
,, _ I 
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had scored 32 points to Trinity's nothing. This game came off on Saturday the 31st of" 
After the usual intermission play was re- October, at the Ward Street Grounds, between 
sumed. The wind by this time had subsided \Vesleyan's and our eleven. Tlie weight and 
and the changing of goals did not give Trin- experience of Wesleyan's eleven told strong-
ity the advantage that it was hoped it would. ly and they defeated our eleven by the score 
However she made a great brace and played of 60-6. At first the game promised to be-
a much sharper and quicker game during the close but soon Wesleyan kicked a goal and 
first part of this half, while a lively skirmish from that time on rolled up their points. In 
was going on in a miniature millpond. the second half our men played a sharper-
Beardsley of Trinity was obliged to leave game, and scored. G. Rodgers, '87, made-
having strained his ankle. He was succeeded the touchdown from which the goal was. 
by Putnam who did some very fine tackling. kicked. The grounds were in a very bad 
Shortly afterwards Fish of Wesleyan who condition. Pools of water were scattered all 
had become somewhat restless was disquali-> around, and in s<;rimaging water would at 
fied for deliberately striking ' at a man, and times fly about as if boys were in swimming 
two more of the Wesleyan men being hut't and splashing one another. The referee for-
were compelled to give way to others. the game was L. Robinson, Yale, '85. 
Trinity had by this time warmed up to her The eleven has tried to arrange games with 
work and kept the ball close to her goal. Amherst, Columbia, and Williams, but with-
By a fumble on Wesleyan's part and a pretty out success. A game was all but arranged. 
run by Rodgers, Trinity scored a touchdown with Amherst when word came that they 
from which a goal was kicked. After this could not play us. 
Wesleyan failed to score and the game ended ST. PAUL'S ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF TRINITY 
60 to 6 in her favor. Taking it all in all the 
game was an interesting one and though the 
score is large, yet Trinity has the satisfaction of 
knowing that she played a plucky uphill 
game and what she lacked was weight. Pike 
did the playing for Wesleyan. His rushing 
was the principal feature of the game barring 
the wonderful biting propensities of some of 
their men. For Trinity, Rodgers and Apple-
gate did the best playing. Mr. Robinson, 
Yale '8 5, ref ere ed. 
COLLEGE AND CAMPUS. 
GERMAN CLUB. 
The first German of the season came off 
Friday evening the I 3th inst. It was led by 
L. Downes, '88, and Miss Knous. The matrons 
for the evening were Mrs. G. W. Smith, and 
Mrs. J. Knous. The event was a success, 
and all present enjoyed themselves. · 
Through the energy of the lady friends of 
the members of the German Club, together 
with the club members, a new floor has been 
laid in Seminary Hall, where the Germans are 
held. 
COLLEGE. 
Owing to the number of St. Paul's men ilb 
college they have come together and formed 
an Al_umni Association. The officers elected 
were Professor H. Ferguson, President, James. 
Goodwin, '86, Vice President, Willard Scud-
der, '89, Secretary, W. T. Putnam, '88, 
T.reasurer. The formation of this organiza-
tion will be of great benefit to the St. Paul's. 
men, helping them to keep up their school. 
ties, and binding all in a closer relationship, 
than they have been in heretofore. 
MISSIONARY SOCIETY, 
This society keeps up its bi-weekly meet-
ings with great regularity and helps to keep 
up the missionary spirit of a number of the-
students. China has felt the effect of this. 
missionary spirit, and there is no doubt that. 
other parts of the world will in time be influ-
enced by the work of this earnest little soci-
ety. Last year it was quite common for the--
society to invite some missionary or person 
interested in missionary labors to lecture be-
fore the society and its friends. It would be 
perhaps appreciated if the same arrang~ments.. 
could be repeated this winter. 
LECTURES. 
FOOT BALL. Dr. Bolton delivered to the Seniors an in-
The foot ball season is about over and teresting lecture on the "Chemistry of the-
Trinity's eleven has played but one game. Ancients as recorded in the Bible." 
• 
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This term the lecturers to the Senior Class 
'Will be Dr. W. A. M. Wainwright, '64, on 
Anatomy and Hon. W. Hamersley, '58, on 
Law and National Jurisprudence. 
TRUSTEE'S MEETING. 
The Trustees held a meeting on Thursday 
14th inst. and among other things voted an 
-appropriati_on for a new Gymnasium. 
GENERAL NOTES. 
The new catalogue is out. 
The college had a holiday on November 
2d, as All Saints' Day fell on a Sunday. 
This year the Christmas vacation will be 
only two weeks, beginning Wednesday, De-
cember. 23. 
Two new prizes of twenty-five doUars each, 
have been instituted in the Department of 
History and Political Science. Seniors alone 
.are eligible as competitors. The subjects as-
signed for the essays are "The Fifteenth 
,Century," and "Primative Village Communi-
ties." The essays must be handed in by the 
29th April, 1886. 
The subject of the Tuttle Prize Essay, this 
year, will be " The Connection of Philosophy 
·with the French Revolution." This prize is 
-also open to Seniors only. 
The examination for the English Literature 
Prize, open to Seniors will be upon the 
" Historical Writings of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury." 
The subject for the Chemical Prize thesis, 
·open to Juniors will be this year upon "Com-
•mon Salt." 
It is rumored that a number of needed im-
provements are to be made to and in the 
-Gymnasium. 
A number of walking parties were formed 
:last Saturday. 
The Librarians are enforcing _the rules of 
the Library strictly, allowing no one who has 
.. any fines charged to him to take out books. 
The college preachers, since the last issue 
of the TABLET, were Drs:- Smith, Hart, and 
• Pynchon. 
Lewis Cameron, '86, who left college last 
.year; has entered Columbia, '86. 
Winter is approaching and wood fires are 
in vogue. 
The new TAB LET Board from the class 
of '87 consists of A. C. Hamlin, H. A. Pin-
ney, W. A. Beardsley, F. E. Haight, J. W. 
Shannon and C. E. Deuel. At a late pre-
liminary meeting of the board, F. E. Haight 
was elected managing editor, and J. W. 
Shannon business editor. 
The Seniors have made their elections for 
class day. The nominating committee con-
sisted of W. J. Tate, Geo. E. Beers, Paul 
Birdsall, James Goodwin and H. Lilienthal. 
The appointments are as follows: Pres-ident, 
Edward Buckingham Hatch of this city; 
Orator, Herman Lilienthal of Newport, R. I.; 
Poet, James Goodwin of _this city; Presenter, 
Paul Birdsall of Los Angeles, Cal.; Ivy Ora-
tor, George Emerson Beers of Natick, Mass. ; 
Ep-ilogue, Henry Reading Heydecker of New 
York City. The various ~ommittees ap-
pointed are, Class Committee, Birdsall Chair-
man, Wolcott, Goodwin, Recept-ion, Hey-
decker Chaz'rman, Hatch, Goodwin, Child ; 
Mus-ic, Hatch Chaz"rman, Lilienthal, Birdsall; 
lnvz"tatz"on, Beers Chaz"rman, Birdsall, Tate ; 
Supper, Wolcott Chaz"rman, Goodwin, Child ; 
Photograph, Tate Cha-innan, Lilienthal, 
Beers, Birdsall; F-inance, Heydecker, Cha-ir-
man, Goodwin, Beers. 
PERSONALS. 
[It is particularly desired that the Alumni furnish us 
with all items of interest that may come to their knowledge 
concerning every one who has been connected with the 
College,] 
BEARDSLEY, '32. A new edition of the Rev. 
Dr. Beardsley's " Life and Times of William 
Samuel Johnson, LL. D." has just been published. 
WILLIAMS, '35. A volume lately published 
under the title of the "Seabury Centenary" 
contains four historical sermons by Bishop Wil-
liams, with other addresses, &c. 
EDSON, '55. The Rev. Dr. Samuel Edson has 
assumed the charge of Christ Church, Newton, 
N. J. 
OBERLY, 165. The Rev. H. H. Oberly contri-
butes an article on Prayer Book Revision to the 
current number of the Church Review. 
BUCKINGHAM, 169. The Rev. W. B. Bucking-
ham has accepted the rectorship of Trinity 
Church, Rutland, Vt . 
WATERMAN, '71. The Rev. Lucius Waterman 
has become assistant minister of St. Luke's 
Church, Matteawan, N. Y. Address Fishkill on 
Hudson. 
MORRISON, '74. Married in Grace Church, 
New York, November 12th, the Rev. William F. 
Morrison, U. S. N., and Miss Julia Pomeroy. 
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SMALL, '74. The Rev. E. F. Small has become 
rector of St. Stephen's Church, Newark, N. J. 
ALCORN, '74. The address of the Rev. E. C. 
Alcorn is 618 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo. 
CHAPIN, '74. Married in St. John's Church, 
Barrington, R. I., November 12th, the Rev. Wil-
liam M. Chapin and Miss Stella Walcott. 
PECK, '80. The Rev. T. M. Peck has accepted 
an election to the rectorship of St. John's Church, 
Huntington, Long Island, N. Y. 
WEBB, '82. The Rev. W. W. Webb has re-
signed his position as assistant minister in Holy 
Trinity Church, Middletown, Conn., on account 
of ill health, and will spend the winter abroad. 
McivoR, '82. Mr. N. W. Mclvor, who has 
been studying at the Harvard Law School has 
gone to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to enter upon the 
practice of law. 
McCRACKAN, '82. The Rev. J. H. McCrack-
an is assistant minister in Christ Church, Hart-
ford, Conn. 
Mr. Benjamin F. Anderson has enriched the 
zoological collection by the gift of several speci-
mens of the genus Rana, ( one of unusual size,) 
captured on the college campus. Also a speci-
men of the genus Cheiroptera found in the build-
ings. 
OBITUARY. 
DR. JOHN M. RIGGS, who died at Hart-
ford, on the I Ith of November, aged seventy-
five years, was a graduate in the class of 1837. 
Since I 840 he had practiced dental surgery 
in this city, and had attained great eminence 
in his profession. He received the honorary 
degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery from the 
Dental College of Maryland, in I 8 54, and 
from the College of Dental Surgery of Balti-
more, in I 879; and he had lectured on Den-
tal Surgery in different institutions in this 
country and in England. From his success-
ful treatment, by an original method of the 
disease known as pyorrhoea alvtolarus it has 
been given the name of "Riggs's disease." 
When Dr. Horace Wells discovered anc:ethesia, 
Dr. Riggs performed the first operation, ex-
tracting a tooth of Dr. Wells's while he was 
under the influence of laughing-gas. In ac-
cordance with the provisions of Dr. Riggs's 
will, his body was cremated. 
The following resolutions were adopted by 
the Alpha Chi Chapter of the Delta Kappa 
Epsilon Fraternity on learning of the death 
of NATHAN FOLLIN DAUCHY, of the class of 
1885: 
RESOLVED, That we, the members of the Alpha Chi Chap-
ter, of the Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, have heard. 
of the death of our brother Nathan Follin Dauchy with. 
feelings of profound sorrow and regret ; and we regard it 
as a sacred duty to thus give to his memory an expression. 
of our respect and regard, Though brother Dauchy's 
health compelled him to leave college early in his course-
and our acquaintance with him was necessarily short, yet 
we remember him as exhibiting here the elements of a 
true Christian character and winning for himself the re-
spect and affection of all. 
RESOLVED, That we will ever cherish the memory of our 
deceased brother, for his uniform kindness and courtesy, 
for his spotless purity and for the hearty good will which 
he bore to all ; and that we extend to his family our-
heart-felt sympathy. 
RESOLVED, That the badges of the active members of this. 
Chapter be draped for the period of three weeks. 
RESOLVED, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the-
family of the deceased. 
RES_OL VED, That a copy be inserted in the college paper. 
In behalf of the Chapter, 
SAMUEL S. MITCHELL} 
HIRAM B. LOOMIS, Committee, 
PAUL BIRDSALL. 
EXCHANGES. 
The current number of the Tech. is up to-
the usual high standard of excellence. It 
contains a very able and interesting article on 
"Singing Sands," in which particular mention 
is made of the observations and work of Pro[ 
H. C. Bolton, a mention which is but just and 
proper in the discussion of this subject, as Dr: 
Bolton has contributed mor.,t largely to in-
forrpation on its phenomena. 
Passing from science to humor, we are· 
glad to see that the Tech. is resolved to ex-
clude henceforward a certain number of jokes 
which have become now entirely exhausted 
and stale, from its columns. We are always. 
pleased to chronicle progress, and when we 
see the Tech. refusing to acknowledge such, 
relics of antiquity, as the well-known witti-
cisms on the pedal extremities of the young 
ladies of the Queen City of the West, or the-
avarice of plumbers, we feel like applauding 
vigorously. • 
We wish all our journalistic friends were a~ 
well-arranged and readable as the Wz."llz"ams-
Lz."terary Monthly; the matter contained be-
tween its brown covers is of a high order of 
merit. With pleasure we notice an attempt, 
and a successful one too, to raise the standard 
of college paper stories, in a very well written 
article called "An Ordinary Girl." The plot 
is excellent, the tone of the story much above 
the combination of mischievous chum, stale-
puns and hair-raising adventures which 
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,usually disgrace our student literature. We 
notice also a g_ood essay on "Ottway and His 
Times," well worth the trouble of perusal. 
Besides the strictly literary features of the 
Monthly, there are several pages devoted to 
-college news, reviews, and other miscella-
neous matters of interest. 
The current number of the Amherst Stu-
-dent is rather below the previous issue in in-
terest, beyond a rather humorous article en-
titled "A Disastrous Occurrence," there is 
not much to attract the casual reader. 
The present issue of the Brunonian shares 
-in the general lack of interest. An amusing 
. tale called "Zeus' Halloween," occupies the 
~ody of the paper, otherwise there is little in 
its pages worthy of remark. 
We are glad to see an old friend of ours, 
the Queen's College :Journal from Kingston, 
Canada. There is plenty of bright, readable 
.matter in this issue, but we are inclined to 
smile at the serial story, ''Varno the Brave." 
Gl~ncing over it we should say it was a little 
too much like the tales of some of our in-
-tensely melodramatic and painfully sentimen-
tal weekly story papers. We would not ad-
vise the :Journal to stake its good reputation 
on such trash. 
Th.e cover of the College Argus is a little 
~gainst it; we have heard the picture thereon 
·likened to the view of a county jail, but the 
contents belie the exterior: We hope it 
may continue its present standard. 
There seems to b~ a dearth of first-class 
matter just now in all college papers. After 
looking through a considerable number we 
are inclined to be discouraged. The Will£ams 
Literary Monthly alone stands far above the 
·rest and we congratulate its board of editors 
with all our heart on their high position. Well, 
our~ work as Exchange Editor is well-nigh 
over; one more issue, and we make our bow 
and depart. However it is too early to make 
-our valedictory now, so we will close with a 
·Jitt_le r~ndeau clipped from the Fortnightly. 
.It 1s qmte pretty and may please our readers. 
SONG:-CAN MEM'RY SLEEP? 
RONDEAU, 
I. 
Can Mem'ry sleep? 0 soul of mine 
That cherishest a love divine, 
Thou knowest Mem'ry cannot sleep, 
For hearts now mourn and eyes still weep, 
There is no Life's Lethean wine! 
II. 
Drained is the cup that roses twine ; 
Yet while beside it still may shine 
The cup th at doth Remembrance keep, 
Can Mem'ry sleep? 
III. 
Then dream, 0 heart, those dreams of thine 
Tho' kneeling by an empty shrine. 
The winds of Thought shall ever sweep 
The cords of Love with pathos deep ; 
Tho' hopes are fled with such a sign, 
Can Mem'ry sleep? 
COLLEGE WORLD . 
HARVARD. 
President Eliot advocates an entirely op-
tional curriculum. 
James Russell Lowell will conduct two 
courses of instruction during the present year . 
One will be in Spanish on Cervantes, and the 
other in Italian on Dante. 
Harvard's experimental Conference Com-
mittee of students and faculty met for the 
first time on Friday. The committee first 
discussed the question as to whether the 
duties now performed by the college proctors 
could be safely left to the management of the 
students themselves. This gave rise to a 
good deal of argument, but no definite result 
was reached. The marking system was next 
taken under consideration and referred to a 
sub-committee to correspond with colleges 
having other systems, to learn the various 
results.-Yale News. 
All of last year's base-ball team are back 
in college excepting Winslow and Beaman. 
G. S. Mumford, '87, has been elected captain 
of the 'Varsity crew. He will also probably 
be stroke of the crew, as Penrose will not re-
turn to college. F. C. Hood, '86, is captain 
of the lacrosse team. 
GENERAL. 
Friends of Union College are favoring the 
choice of General Stewart L. Woodford as 
president. ' 
Michigan University has been presented 
with all the exhibits of the Chinese govern-
ment in the New Orleans Exposition. 
Presidents Porter, McCosh, Eliot and Bar-
nard are each to have a paper in the Youth's 
Companion for next year entitled "Advice 
to Young Men Preparing for College." 
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CLIPPINGS. 
First gentlemen-" I beg your pardon, sir, 
but is not your name Smythe ?" Second 
gentlemen-" No sir; my name is Smith. 
You have evidently mistaken me for my son." 
"Isn't my photograph excellent?" said a 
young wife to her husband . . " Well, my 
d~ar," replied he, "I think that there is a 
little too much repose about th~ mouth." 
There was a young lady fr_om Vassar, 
Who allowed no young fellow to sassar, 
When she met any beaux 
She would turn up her neaux 
And thereby allow them to passar. 
The Montreal translation of Virgil's Arma 
vz'rqumue cano-I sing of arms and virus. 
Girls graduating from English Universities 
wear gowns precisely like the men, ·and .the 
only way to tell one from the other is to wait 
for a mouse.-Ex, 
"I am speaking for the benefit of pos-
terity," said an orator, who had already 
spoken to a great length. "Yes, and they 
will soon be here," shouted a wearied auditor. 
The ceremony of homage, according to the 
history of Feudalism, was generally con-
cluded by a kiss. Does not the homedge 
(front gate) of the 19th century frequently 
witness similar demonstrations? 
The Yale Record announces the re-opening 
of the Roller Skating Rink and Wreck Crea-
tion Hall. 
"What do you think of my moustache ? " 
asked a young man of his girl. "Oh, it re-
minds me of a western frontier city," was 
the answer. "In what respect, pray?" 
"Because the survey is large enough, but 
the settlers are stragling," 
"Do you sweep under the bed?" inquired 
a fond mother of her hopeful, whose room 
at college she was looking over. "Oh, yes, 
often. It's so much easier than a dust-pan, 
you know," replied the hopeful. 
BOOK REVIEWS. 
A new and com.plete EngHsh- German and 
German-English Pocket Dz'ctionary by 
Dr. J. F. L. Tafel and L. H. Tafel, A. B. 
Phila: I. Kohler. Ninth edition. 
In this little book the authors have given 
us that most difficult of lexicographical pro-
ductions, a small, yet comprehensive diction-
ary. While competing in no way with the-
larger works as Adler's or Whitney's, experi-
ence ha~ shown that it is a most valuable-
book and contains all the words commonly 
met with by the student. The book is also . 
gotten up with accuracy and with the dis-
crimination so necessary in a work of this 
kind. . 
Patron Saints, by Eliza Allen Starr, two. 
volumes. Baltimore. John B. Piet & Co. 
Although the present work is dedicated 
"to the faithful youth of the Catholic Church 
in America," it is nevertheless one which will 
be of interest and value to young and old of 
all creeds. The historical matter and the· 
many legends are given in charming style-
and deal with topics, a knowledge of which 
is necessary to a full appreciation of a large 
proportion of works of poetry and art. The 
first volume has been before the public for 
some years and is too well-known to call for· 
comment. The second volume is embelished . 
by twelve fine etchings, the work of the ac-
complished authoress. Both volumes are--
gotten up in the · same fine style and on every 
page show signs of the same pains-taking in-
dustry, and the same enthusiasm. 
The student world will gladly wei'come the 
new edition of Mr. Wm. H. Hills' "Student's· 
Songs," (Cambridge, Mass; Moses King,,. 
Publisher.) The collection has achieved 
great popularity in the past, having reached 
its 41st thousand, and, as it thoroughly de-
serves, it will doubtless retain its place in the· 
future. The selections have been well made 
and comprise the -popular songs as sung at. 
our leading colleges. 
Movements of Relz'gious Thought z'n Britain· 
during the Ni'neteenth Century. St. Giles> 
Lectures. By John Tulloch, D. D., LL. D. 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 
This work is a brief history, in eight lec-
tures, not of religion but of religious th_ought-
in the present century. The subject is a broad 
one and has been treated by the author in a 
scholarly and every way satisfactory manner .. 
The opening lecture is on Coleridge and his 
school, considered in their relation to the-
progress of religious thought. One of the 
lectures which will be read with mos.t interest 
is the third, on the Oxford movement. Tlie 
book as a whole constitutes an interesting,. 
accurate review of the subject. 
